‘My Blankee,’ a Favorite Baby Blanket
of Hollywood Stars, is Now Available
at BrianGavinDiamonds.com
HOUSTON, Texas, May 26 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Brian Gavin announced this
week, that through a special arrangement, he will offer “My Blankee,” the
popular baby blanket of the stars, on his Web site, BrianGavinDiamonds.com.
The Brian Gavin Signature orange-colored “My Blankee” will be given as a
special complimentary gift to all customers who make a new mother’s gift, or
“push present” purchase of $1,000 or more from Brian Gavin Diamonds.
According to Brian Gavin, “After engagement rings, wedding bands and wedding
jewelry purchases, many of our customers come back for a new mother’s gift or
‘push present.’ Many choose earrings, pendants, bracelets or custom jewelry
pieces featuring our Signature Hearts and Arrows diamonds.”
“Beginning immediately,” Brian said, “every new mother or ‘push present’
purchase of $1000 or more will ship with a complimentary ‘Brian Gavin
Signature Blankee’ in our signature ‘orange’ color. Our Signature Blankees
are manufactured for us by My Blankee Inc. in Los Angeles, CA. This company
has grown in notoriety recently as the preferred baby blanket of many leading
Hollywood celebrities like Angelina Jolie, Tori Spelling, Gwen Stefani and
Jennifer Gardner.”
“We’re excited to introduce this custom complimentary gift to accompany push
present purchases,” Brian said. “The Brian Gavin Signature Blankees are the
perfect size for a baby crib or stroller and all fabrics used are
hypoallergenic.” Additional Brian Gavin Signature Blankees are available for
purchase on our Website for $65. See a sample online at
http://www.briangavindiamonds.com/home/brian-gavin-signature-blankee/.
About Brian Gavin Diamonds:
BrianGavinDiamonds.com was launched in 2009, with offices based in Houston,
Texas, near the Galleria. Brian Gavin is a fifth-generation diamond cutter
originally from South Africa. He completed an apprenticeship in his family’s
diamond cutting business and received a formal education at the University of
the Witwatersrand and in London at CLC. Gavin came to the US in the 1980s and
specialized in precision-cut diamonds. In 1997, he introduced a refinement of
the Hearts and Arrows brand diamond design that produced even great optical
brilliance and earned Gavin an international reputation and nickname as “The
Cutter.”
Due to his extensive research conducted in the field of cut and light
performance, Gavin is regarded by most as an expert and is well known and
respected in the industry. He serves as acting supervisor to one of the
world’s major diamond grading labs and consultant to several diamond
factories recognized for precision-cut diamonds.

For more information, contact:
Lesley Harris
of BrianGavinDiamonds.com
+1-866-611-4465
info@briangavindiamonds.com .
No celebrity endorsement claimed or implied.
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